ULTIMATE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TOOL

WHAT
Web application for managing all bank accounts, output statistics and plan future incomes/expenses.

WHY
Nowadays, most adults have several bank accounts. With every new account, the financial management process becomes more complex and painful. The solution is to create an ultimate application to control all the statistics and information of all existing accounts of individuals.

FOR WHOM
Every regular person who is interested in detailed statistics on all the wallets he/she has. Every businessman who needs to prepare quoter and annual reports, to collect specific financial information or just to be updated with all the balance changing that are constantly happening.

SOLUTION
The solution should be based on modern but stable technologies with respect to their popularity across the programmers’ community and consistently maintained and updated by developers, contributors, and creators (e.g. React, Java, docker, git). The main focus would be on work with Open Banking.

As the future development might be done by different people, the code should be authentic: clean, high-quality and standard-related (e.g. JavaScript code should be strict in the ES6 standard specification).

Contacts
Maksym Kurylovych, Full-stack developer, max.kurylovych@gmail.com